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With its functionality,
stylish good looks
and a design that
maximises the

space, this Dianella kitchen by
Aquila Homes caught the
attention of the judges.

The judges applauded Aquila
Homes on the project.

“This kitchen shows great
workmanship,” they said. 

“Teamed with brave and new
materials, it showcases modern
simplicity.”

“It has a unique use of
lighting and innovative, new-to-
market materials and a bold
island bench with clever use of
LED lighting to create a floating
illusion.” 

Aquila Homes design
manager Chris McMahon said
the kitchen achieved the look of
floating cabinets with clever
lighting and careful design. He
said the clients wanted a design

that made the most of the space
while offering a functional and
integrated work environment. 

“A clean look with
contemporary finishes and
interactive zones was required
as well due to the orientation of
the courtyard and northern
sun,” he said. 

“The area was to become one
that allowed the kitchen zone to
become an entertainment hub

for the residence.” Mr McMahon
said white was chosen as the
dominant colour to give the
room a sense of spaciousness
and was accented by warm
tones. 

Smeg appliances, including an
integrated 900mm-wide
dishwasher and integrated
range hood, and clean-lined
handles, finish off the
contemporary look.

Floating bench takes off
HIA The Laminex
Group Kitchen and
Bathroom Awards 2013

Winner New Kitchen Project $25,001
to $35,000
Company Aquila Homes
Location Dianella

■ Maya Anderson

The renovation of this
Nedlands kitchen
represented an innovative

approach in a difficult space,
according to the judges.

The overhaul involved adding
drawer and pantry storage,
built-in appliances and a
breakfast bar for casual dining.

The client also wanted a
“stark, modern contrast” to her
character home, which involved
high-gloss white doors, white
stone benchtops and a neutral
metallic splashback in contrast
with the home’s jarrah floors and
decorative high ceilings. 

The renovation meant
removing a dividing wall to allow
the kitchen to run throughout a
much bigger space. 

The judges said the kitchen

represented very good value
and a high quality of
workmanship in the under
$30,000 category. 

“The colour choices and
design complemented the
surroundings and contrasted
with the black staircase,” they
said. They also commended the
design’s high level of technical
compliance.
Lisa Calautti

HIA The Laminex
Group Kitchen and
Bathroom Awards 2013

Winner Renovated Kitchen
Project up to $30,000
Company Western Cabinets
Location Nedlands

Opening to a secluded alfresco
deck, this ensuite was a
deserving winner in its price

category, according to the judges.
As well as the high quality of

workmanship, they praised the
resort-style floor plan which has a
sliding-glass door opening out from
the bathroom directly on to a
private decked area complete with
outdoor shower.

Features include Formica
cabinetry paired with gloss
benchtops, Stylus Elegance chrome
tapware and a feature-tile strip in
the shower recess. 
Cy Clayton

HIA The Laminex
Group Kitchen and
Bathroom Awards 2013

Winner Bathroom in a Display Home
$180,001 to $210,000
Company Aussie Living Homes
Display The Grove
Location Wattle Grove 

Simple, neat, clean
and presentable
is how the judges

summed up this
renovated bathroom
in Mt Lawley.

They said the
well-designed layout
was functional,
ergonomic and
practical, and care
and consideration taken at the planning stage showed in
the end result. Highlights included a Caroma Aura
free-standing bath with a Phoenix Lexi Q Vivid
hand-held shower deluxe and a Caroma Liano
semi-recessed basin with Stylus tapware.

Benchtops were finished in Laminex squareform with
gloss-finish laminate doors.

The judges said the tiling selections were excellent and
they were also impressed by the easily accessible storage
options.
Lisa Calautti

HIA The Laminex
Group Kitchen and
Bathroom Awards 2013

Winner Renovated Bathroom Project
up to $20,000
Company Gemmill Home
Improvements
Location Mt Lawley




